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Target-derived neurotrophic factors are assumed to regulate
motoneuron cell death during development but remain unspecified. Motoneuron cell death in the spinal nucleus of the bulbocavernosus (SNB) of rats extends postnatally and is controlled
by androgens. We exploited these features of the SNB system
to identify endogenously produced trophic factors regulating
motoneuron survival. Newborn female rat pups were treated
with the androgen, testosterone propionate, or the oil vehicle
alone. In addition, females received trophic factor antagonists
delivered either into the perineum (the site of SNB target muscles) or systemically. Fusion molecules that bind and sequester
the neurotrophins (trkA-IgG, trkB-IgG, and trkC-IgG) were used
to block activation of neurotrophin receptors, and AADH-CNTF

was used to antagonize signaling through the ciliary neurotrophic factor receptor-␣ (CNTFR␣). An acute blockade of trkB,
trkC, or CNTFR␣ prevented the androgenic sparing of SNB
motoneurons when antagonists were delivered to the perineum.
Trophic factor antagonists did not significantly reduce SNB
motoneuron number when higher doses were injected systemically. These findings demonstrate a requirement for specific,
endogenously produced trophic factors in the androgenic rescue of SNB motoneurons and further suggest that trophic
factor interactions at the perineum play a crucial role in masculinization of this neural system.
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ciliary neurotrophic factor; trk receptor

Roughly half of all motoneurons initially produced in developing
vertebrates die during a period of naturally occurring cell death,
and trophic factors produced by target muscles are thought to be
critical regulators of motoneuron survival (Hollyday and Hamburger, 1976; Oppenheim, 1991). More than a dozen trophic
factors have been shown to enhance the survival of motoneurons
when added in vitro or in vivo (for review, see Oppenheim, 1996;
Mitsumoto and Tsuzaka, 1999). However, the administration of
exogenous trophic factors may not mimic normal developmental
events, and the endogenously produced factors that regulate
naturally occurring motoneuron cell death remain unknown. One
obstacle in identifying endogenous motoneuron trophic factors is
that the period of cell death for most mammalian motoneurons is
exclusively prenatal (Lance-Jones, 1982; Harris and McCaig,
1984; Oppenheim, 1986), thus rendering the manipulation of
motoneuron–target interactions difficult.
Motoneurons in the spinal nucleus of the bulbocavernosus
(SN B) are exceptional in that naturally occurring cell death
extends postnatally and is regulated by androgens. SN B motoneurons reside in the lower lumbar spinal cord and innervate
striated perineal muscles, including the bulbocavernosus (BC),
levator ani (L A), and external anal sphincter (Schroder, 1980).
Although SN B motoneurons and their target muscles develop
in both sexes prenatally, the postnatal survival of this system is
dependent on androgens. As a result, the BC / L A muscles and
most SN B motoneurons normally degenerate in females
(C ihak et al., 1970; Nordeen et al., 1985; Breedlove, 1986) but

can be permanently spared in females treated with testosterone
during the perinatal cell death period (Breedlove and Arnold,
1983; Nordeen et al., 1985). Androgens apparently act directly
at the BC / L A muscles to prevent their degeneration, with the
sparing of SN B cells resulting as an indirect consequence of
hormone action at the muscles (Fishman et al., 1990; Freeman
et al., 1997; Jordan et al., 1997). These observations suggest
that the death of SN B motoneurons in females results from a
loss of trophic factor support from their (degenerating) target
muscles.
The postnatal occurrence of cell death and the easy accessibility of the perineal target muscles make the SNB an ideal system
for studying trophic factor interactions regulating motoneuron
survival. We previously implicated ciliary neurotrophic factor
(CNTF) in the control of SNB motoneuron survival on the basis
of the administration of exogenous CNTF and examination of the
SNB system in mice lacking the CNTF receptor-␣ (CNTFR␣)
(Forger et al., 1993; Bengston et al., 1996; Forger et al., 1997).
However, it is likely that multiple trophic factors collaborate to
regulate motoneuron survival (Mitsumoto et al., 1994; Ip and
Yancopoulos, 1996). Several members of the neurotrophin family
of neurotrophic factors, including brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT4/5) have potent survival-promoting effects on spinal motoneurons when administered exogenously (for review, see Oppenheim,
1996; Mitsumoto and Tsuzaka, 1999). In the present study, we
tested the requirement for endogenous trophic factors in SNB
motoneuron survival by treating androgenized female rat pups
with agents designed to block the activation of neurotrophin or
CNTF receptors. We found that the acute, localized blockade of
single trophic factor receptors can prevent the androgenic rescue
of SNB motoneurons.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Trophic factor antagonists. The neurotrophins signal primarily through
the trk family of cell surface tyrosine kinase receptors: trkA is the
high-affinity receptor for NGF, trkB binds both BDN F and N T-4, and
trkC is the primary receptor for N T-3 (for review, see Bothwell, 1995). In
the present study, the activity of endogenous neurotrophins was blocked
using trk-IgGs, which are f usion proteins constructed from the extracellular domains of trkA, trkB, or trkC linked to the Fc tail of human IgG
(Shelton et al., 1995). Trk-IgGs bind the respective neurotrophins with
normal affinity and specificity and f unction effectively as competitive
antagonists of the trk receptors in binding of endogenous ligand in vitro
(Shelton et al., 1995; L owenstein and Arsenault, 1996; Shimada et al.,
1998) or in vivo (McMahon et al., 1995; C abelli et al., 1997; Bennett et al.,
1998). TrkA-IgG, trkB-IgG, and trkC -IgG were kindly provided by
Stanley Wiegand (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Tarrytown, N Y).
A competitive antagonist of C N TF receptor activation, AADHC N TF, was generously provided by Ralph Laufer (Instituto di Ricerche
di Biologia Molecolare P. Angeletti, Rome, Italy). AADH-C N TF was
created by introducing four amino acid substitutions into the native
C N TF molecule. This C N TF variant binds the ligand-binding subunit of
the C N TF receptor, C N TFR␣, with high affinity but, when bound,
prevents C N TFR␣ from recruiting the signal-transducing subunit, leukemia inhibitory factor receptor ␤ (Di Marco et al., 1996). In vivo,
AADH-C N TF antagonizes C N TF action in the brain (Meazza et al.,
1997) and in adult spinal motoneurons (MacLennan et al., 2000).
Animals and treatments. Animals used in this study were neonatal
female Sprague Dawley rats born in our laboratory to timed-pregnant
dams (Taconic, Germantown, N Y). Androgen treatments consisted of
125 g of testosterone propionate (TP; Sigma, St. L ouis, MO) dissolved
in 50 l of sesame oil, delivered subcutaneously on postnatal days 1 and
2 (P1 and P2). Control females received 50 l of the oil vehicle alone.
Trophic factor antagonists were dissolved in PBS and injected into the
perineum or systemically on P1, P2, and P3. For perineal injections, pups
were anesthetized on ice, and a Hamilton syringe was used to deliver 5
l of total volume into the region midway between the anus and clitoris
(Forger et al., 1993, 1995). For systemic administration, antagonists and
control solutions were delivered in a volume of 50 l, subcutaneously at
the nape of the neck. Antagonists included AADH-C N TF and trk-IgG
f usion proteins (trkA-IgG, trkB-IgG, and trkC -IgG) at the doses indicated below. Doses were chosen on the basis of previously published
work and on the results of a pilot study in our laboratory. Pups injected
with PBS alone or the Fc portion of human IgG (Chemicon, Temecula,
CA) alone served as controls for antagonist treatments.
On P16, animals were weighed, overdosed with chlorapent (0.25 M
chloral hydrate, 45 mM pentobarbital), and perf used with saline followed
by 10% buffered formalin. The perineal region and the lumbosacral
spinal cords were removed from all animals and post-fixed in formalin for
at least 1 week. Spinal cords were immersed in Bouin’s solution for 3 d,
embedded in paraffin, sectioned in the coronal plane at 15 m, mounted
onto slides, and stained with thionin.
A preliminary analysis, based on gross dissections and on the qualitative examination of tissue sections through the perineum, was performed
on the perineal muscles of a subset of the animals in this study (E.
Pedapati and N.G. Forger, unpublished observations). BC / L A muscles
could not be identified in any oil-treated females. In contrast, both the
BC and L A muscles were present in all TP-treated females examined.
Thus, the BC / L A muscles were at least partially rescued in all androgenized females, regardless of whether trophic factor antagonists or control solutions were administered to the perineum.
Motoneuron number and size. Counts of motoneurons were performed
as described previously (Forger et al., 1993, 1995; Bengston et al., 1996).
For comparison with the SN B, counts of the retrodorsolateral nucleus
(RDL N) were also performed. RDL N motoneurons reside in the lateral
horn at the same level of the spinal cord as the SN B and innervate
intrinsic muscles of the foot (Nicolopoulos-Stournaras and I les, 1983).
Motoneuron survival in the RDL N is neither sexually dimorphic nor
androgen-dependent (Jordan et al., 1982). Motoneurons in the SN B were
counted bilaterally in alternate sections, whereas RDL N motoneurons
were counted unilaterally in alternate sections. A motoneuron was
counted only if the nucleus was clearly visible. Raw cell counts were
corrected for nucleus size and for sampling ratio by the method of
Konigsmark (1970).
C ell size was determined by camera lucida tracings of the somata,
nuclei, and nucleoli of at least 20 SN B and RDL N motoneurons of each
animal. Sections chosen for tracing were spaced equally throughout the
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rostrocaudal extent of each nucleus, and all possible SN B and RDL N
motoneurons were traced from each selected section to avoid experimenter bias. The mean sizes of SN B and RDL N motoneurons were
calculated for each animal, and this value was used in statistical analysis.
Data anal ysis. Effects of treatments on motoneuron number and size
were evaluated using one-way ANOVA. Post hoc, pairwise comparisons
were performed using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Means ⫾ SEM are given throughout, and p values ⬍ 0.05 are
considered significant.

RESULTS
Perineal injections of trkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, and AADHCNTF attenuate the androgenic sparing of
SNB motoneurons
We asked first whether the rescue of SNB motoneurons could be
blocked by localized, perineal injections of trophic factor antagonists. The anatomy of the SNB neuromuscular system and the
design of the study are illustrated in Figure 1. Evidence suggests
that by the day of birth, male rat pups have already been exposed
to enough androgens to permanently rescue the SNB system
(Breedlove and Arnold, 1983). We therefore took the approach of
androgenizing newborn females, and simultaneously applying a
blockade of trophic factor receptors.
Signaling through CNTF receptors was blocked using AADHCNTF (Di Marco et al., 1996), and trk-IgGs were used to bind
and sequester endogenously produced neurotrophins. Seven experimental groups were initially compared: oil-treated control
females receiving perineal injections of PBS (oil/PBS) and TPtreated females receiving either PBS, IgG alone (2.5 g), trkAIgG (2.5 g), trkB-IgG (2.5 g), trkC-IgG (2.5 g), or AADHCNTF (1 g) at the perineum.
There was a significant effect of treatment on SNB motoneuron
number (F(6,61) ⫽ 14.5; p ⬍ 0.0001) (Fig. 2). As expected, androgenized females had many more SNB motoneurons than did
oil-treated females ( p ⬍ 0.0005; TP/PBS vs oil/PBS groups).
TrkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, and AADH-CNTF, when administered to
androgenized females, each significantly reduced SNB motoneuron number relative to that of TP/PBS females ( p values ⱕ 0.01
in each case). In fact, SNB cell counts in androgenized females
receiving AADH-CNTF, trkB-IgG, or trkC-IgG did not differ
significantly from counts in oil-treated, control females. Neither
trkA-IgG nor human IgG alone had an effect on SNB motoneuron survival ( p values ⬎ 0.50 compared with TP/PBS females).
Although not shown here, we also examined the effects of higher
doses of AADH-CNTF and trkB-IgG on SNB motoneuron survival (5 and 25 g/d, respectively). When administered into the
perineum, high doses of AADH-CNTF and trkB-IgG again reduced SNB cell number relative to counts in androgenized controls ( p ⬍ 0.05 in both cases), but they were no more effective
than the lower doses illustrated in Figure 2.
The effects of our treatments on SNB motoneuron cell size are
given in Table 1. The sizes of SNB somas and nucleoli were not
significantly affected by treatment. There was an overall effect of
treatment on the size of SNB nuclei (F(6,61) ⫽ 2.68; p ⬍ 0.05), but
none of the individual pairwise comparisons reached statistical
significance in post hoc tests. We conclude that our treatments
influenced SNB cell number, while having little or no effect on
motoneuron cell size.
Motoneuron counts also were determined for the RDLN.
RDLN motoneurons are located at the same level of the spinal
cord as the SNB and innervate intrinsic muscles of the foot. In
contrast to effects in the SNB, neither TP nor any of the trophic
factor antagonists influenced motoneuron number in the RDLN
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Figure 2. Perineal administration of trophic factor antagonists attenuates the sparing of SNB motoneurons. The number of motoneurons in the
SNB of female rats receiving systemic injections of sesame oil or testosterone propionate (TP) and perineal injections of PBS, IgG alone (2.5
g), trk-IgGs (each at 2.5 g), or AADH-CNTF (1 g). TrkB-IgG,
trkC-IgG, and AADH-CNTF each significantly reduced the androgenic
sparing of SNB motoneurons. * indicates significantly different from
TP/PBS androgenized controls; † indicates significantly different from
Oil/PBS controls. Dashed lines indicate the mean number of motoneurons
in the SNB of the two control groups (TP/PBS and Oil/PBS). Numbers at
the base of each bar indicate sample size.

Figure 1. Anatomy of the SNB neuromuscular system and experimental
design. A, SNB motoneurons are located ventromedially in spinal lumbar
segments 5 and 6 and innervate striated muscles of the perineum, including the bulbocavernosus (BC) and levator ani (LA). Motoneurons of the
RDLN, which are located in the lateral horn of the same spinal segments,
primarily innervate foot muscles. B, Newborn female rat pups received
subcutaneous (SubQ) injections of 125 g of testosterone propionate (TP)
on postnatal days 1 and 2 (P1, P2) to rescue SNB cells. Control females
received an equal volume of the sesame oil vehicle. In addition, trophic
factor antagonists or control solutions were delivered into the perineum,
directly above the BC/LA muscles on P1, P2, and P3. All females were
then killed on P16, after the end of the cell death period in the SNB.

(F(6,54) ⫽ 1.30; p ⬎ 0.25; data not shown). Body weights at time of
killing also did not differ across groups (F(6,67) ⫽ 1.01; p ⬎ 0.40;
data not shown). Thus, the reductions in SNB motoneuron number after treatment with trkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, and AADH-CNTF
do not appear to be attributable to nonspecific toxic effects on
motoneurons or on the health of the animals.

Trophic factor antagonists do not alter SNB
motoneuron number in oil-treated females
The findings described above suggest that endogenously produced trophic factors signaling through CNTFR␣, trkB, and trkC

regulate the androgenic rescue of SNB motoneurons innervating
the androgen-dependent BC/LA muscles. Alternatively, it remained possible that the antagonist treatments reduced the survival of androgen-independent SNB motoneurons that survive
even in control females and primarily innervate the external anal
sphincter muscle. To test this possibility, female rat pups were
treated with subcutaneous injections of sesame oil on P1 and P2
and perineal injections of either PBS, trkB-IgG (2.5 g), or
trkC-IgG (2.5 g) on P1, P2, and P3. AADH-CNTF was not
available for this experiment. As is evident in Figure 3, the
trophic factor antagonists did not reduce SNB motoneuron number in oil-treated females (F(2,29) ⫽ 0.88; p ⬎ 0.40). It seems
likely, therefore, that perineal injections of trophic factor antagonists reduce SNB motoneuron number in androgenized females
by blocking the rescue of those motoneurons innervating the
androgen-dependent BC and LA muscles.

Table 1. Cross-sectional areas of the somas, nuclei, and nucleoli of
SNB motoneurons on postnatal day 16
Cell size
Somas
(m2)

Nuclei
(m2)

Nucleoli
(m2)

Oil/PBS
TP/PBS
TP/AADH-CNTF
TP/trkA-IgG
TP/trkB-IgG
TP/trkC-IgG
TP/IgG

336 ⫾ 14
359 ⫾ 8
345 ⫾ 8
344 ⫾ 9
334 ⫾ 10
370 ⫾ 21
330 ⫾ 13

117 ⫾ 4
128 ⫾ 3
124 ⫾ 4
126 ⫾ 4
129 ⫾ 3
132 ⫾ 6
115 ⫾ 4

7.5 ⫾ 0.2
7.9 ⫾ 0.2
7.8 ⫾ 0.2
7.9 ⫾ 0.2
7.8 ⫾ 0.3
8.4 ⫾ 0.4
7.9 ⫾ 0.3

One-way ANOVA

n.s.

p ⫽ 0.023

Values are mean ⫾ SEM; n.s., not significant (p ⬎ 0.05).

n.s.
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Figure 3. Trk-IgGs do not decrease motoneuron number in oil-treated
females. The number of SNB motoneurons in oil-treated females that
were given perineal injections of PBS, trkB-IgG (2.5 g/d), or trkC-IgG
(2.5 g/d) is shown. There were no significant differences between
groups. Numbers at the base of each bar indicate sample size.

Trophic factor antagonists do not block
masculinization of the SNB when
administered systemically
Next, we asked whether trkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, or AADH-CNTF
could block masculinization of SNB motoneuron number when
delivered systemically rather than into the perineum. By comparing the efficacy of systemic and perineal injections, we might begin
to address questions regarding the site of action of injected
antagonists. We reasoned that antagonists injected at any site will
spread to some extent throughout the body, but that the perineal
muscles and SNB motor nerve terminals should have better
access to antagonists delivered perineally than to antagonists
delivered systemically.
Two adjustments were made from the previous experiments in
an attempt to enhance the efficacy of systemic injections: doses of
antagonists were increased 10- to 20-fold over those administered
perineally, and injections were given twice per day. Newborn
female rats were androgenized as above, and antagonists were
administered as five subcutaneous injections at the nape of the
neck given every 12 hr between P1 and the morning of P3. Then,
pups were left undisturbed until killing at P16.
The overall effect of treatment on SNB motoneuron number
did not quite reach significance (F(3,29) ⫽ 2.77; p ⫽ 0.059) (Fig.
4 A), suggesting that systemic administration of trophic factor
antagonists is ineffective or marginally effective in attenuating the
androgenic rescue of SNB cells. TrkB-IgG was clearly ineffective
when administered systemically (Fig. 4 A). There appeared to be
a trend for slightly lower SNB cell numbers in animals treated
systemically with trkC-IgG or AADH-CNTF; however, if post
hoc tests were performed, none of the individual antagonist
treatments significantly altered SNB motoneuron number relative
to cell counts in androgenized controls (all p values ⱖ 0.05). We
conclude that systemic administration of trkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, or
AADH-CNTF at the doses used here does not block the androgenic sparing of SNB cells.

Figure 4. Motoneuron number in animals receiving systemic injections
of trophic factor antagonists. The number of SNB ( A) and RDLN ( B)
motoneurons in androgenized female rats treated every 12 hr with subcutaneous injections of PBS, trkB-IgG (25 g), trkC-IgG (25 g), or
AADH-CNTF (5 g) is shown. There were no significant differences
among the groups for either motor pool. Numbers at the base of each bar
indicate sample size.

As was seen after perineal injections, there was no effect of
subcutaneous antagonist treatments on RDLN motoneuron number (Fig. 4 B) (F(3,29) ⫽ 0.44; p ⬎ 0.70). There also was no effect
on SNB cell size, RDLN cell size, or body weight (all p values ⬎
0.15; data not shown).

DISCUSSION
SNB motoneuron cell death extends postnatally and is controlled
by androgens. In the present study, we took advantage of these
features of the SNB system to test the requirement for specific,
endogenously produced trophic factors in motoneuron survival.
Androgens were administered to newborn female rat pups during
a two-day interval to rescue SNB motoneurons from cell death.
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Coincident with the androgen stimulation, trk-IgGs or AADHCNTF was applied to neutralize endogenous trophic factors of
the neurotrophin or CNTF families. When injected into the
perineum, trkB-IgG, trkC-IgG, and AADH-CNTF each reduced
the survival of SNB motoneurons in androgenized females.
These findings indicate that trkB ligands (BDNF and/or NT-4/5),
trkC ligands (NT-3), and ligands of the CNTF receptor all
contribute to the trophic support of SNB motoneurons. TrkAIgG did not alter SNB cell number in androgenized females,
suggesting that the trkA ligand, NGF, does not regulate SNB
motoneuron survival.

Endogenous trophic factors regulating
motoneuron survival
Trophic factors of the CNTF and neurotrophin families enhance
the survival of motoneurons in vitro and in vivo (Elliott and
Snider, 1996; Mitsumoto and Tsuzaka, 1999). Despite this, the
developmental cell death of motoneurons is not affected in transgenic mice with deletions of the genes for CNTF, NGF, BDNF,
NT-3, NT-4/5, trkA, trkB, or trkC (for review, see Elliott and
Snider, 1996; Ip and Yancopoulos, 1996). The minimal effects of
such knock-out studies generally have been attributed to redundancy and/or compensatory mechanisms that take place when a
gene product is eliminated throughout embryonic development.
In the current study, trophic factor interactions were normal until
perturbed during the first few postnatal days. Under these conditions, signaling through trkB, trkC, and CNTFR␣ all appear to be
required for the rescue of SNB motoneurons. These findings
raise the interesting possibility that the acute deprivation of a
single trophic factor may have very different consequences from
the chronic absence of that factor or its cognate receptor. This
might occur if, for example, previous exposure to endogenous
trophic factors alters the trophic “dependencies” of a developing
motoneuron, as has been described for sensory neurons in vitro
(Vogel and Davies, 1991).
The present results also suggest that SNB motoneuron survival
requires the simultaneous activation of at least two classes of
receptors that use distinct, as well as overlapping, signal cascades.
TrkB and trkC are tyrosine kinase receptors that activate multiple intracellular signaling cascades, including the ras/raf/MAP
kinase pathway (Heumann, 1994). In contrast, CNTFR␣ is part
of a three-part cytokine receptor complex that signals primarily
through a JAK/STAT pathway (Ip and Yancopoulos, 1996).
CNTF and BDNF have been shown previously to have synergistic effects on motoneurons in vitro and in vivo (Wong et al., 1993;
Mitsumoto et al., 1994; Stoop and Poo, 1996). However, the
molecular basis for the collaborative actions of neural cytokines
and neurotrophins remains unknown.
The observation that AADH-C N TF attenuated the rescue
of SN B motoneurons is consistent with our previous findings
that exogenous C N TF increases SN B cell number in newborn
female rats (Forger et al., 1993) and that deletion of the
C N TFR␣ gene eliminates the sex difference in the SN B of
mice (Forger et al., 1997). We conclude that an endogenous
ligand of C N TFR␣ is required for motoneuron survival, including SN B motoneuron survival. That ligand is unlikely to
be C N TF itself, however, as several lines of evidence indicate
that a second ligand of C N TFR␣ exists and regulates motoneuron number during development (DeChiara et al., 1995;
Shelton, 1996; Forger et al., 1997). Although not yet f ully
characterized, a molecular heterodimer has been identified
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recently that may turn out to be the long-sought, second ligand
for the C N TF receptor (Elson et al., 2000).
The perineal administration of trkB-IgG or trkC-IgG also
decreased SNB motoneuron number in androgenized females.
The trkB ligand, BDNF, has been shown previously to regulate
androgen receptor immunoreactivity of adult SNB motoneurons
(Al-Shamma and Arnold, 1997; Yang and Arnold, 2000); the
present results suggest that BDNF (and/or NT-4) is also required
for SNB cell survival during development. It is somewhat surprising that trkB-IgG was no more effective than trkC-IgG in
reducing motoneuron survival in the present study. The trkC
ligand, NT-3, is primarily implicated in the survival of Ia spinal
afferents (Ernfors et al., 1994; Klein et al., 1994), and exogenous
NT-3 is a less potent trophic factor for ␣ motoneurons than either
BDNF or NT-4/5 in several assays (Sendtner et al., 1992; Koliatsos et al., 1993; Houenou et al., 1994; Fernandes et al., 1998;
Wiese et al., 1999). However, the present findings, together with
the observation that NT-3 is expressed at high levels in developing skeletal muscles (Funakoshi et al., 1995; Griesbeck et al.,
1995), suggest that endogenous NT-3 may be a more important
motoneuron trophic factor than previously recognized.
The perineal administration of trkA-IgG did not affect SNB
motoneuron number at the dose tested here. This indicates that
the trkA ligand, NGF, is not involved in the regulation of SNB
motoneuron cell death. In the absence of an activity assay for
trkA-IgG in vivo, this conclusion must be viewed as tentative.
However, the lack of effect of trkA-IgG is consistent with several
previous demonstrations that exogenous NGF does not support
the survival of either spinal or brainstem motoneurons, in vitro or
in vivo (Sendtner et al., 1992; Houenou et al., 1994; Baumgartner
and Shine, 1997; Wiese et al., 1999). In this respect, the trophic
factor requirements of developing SNB motoneurons appear to
be similar to those of other, nonsexually dimorphic motoneurons.
These observations naturally raise the question of how a blockade of endogenous trophic factors would reduce motoneuron
survival during cell death in other, nonandrogen-dependent motor pools. Our antagonist treatments did not affect motoneuron
number in the RDLN of the lateral horn. Although this observation was useful in confirming that the antagonists are not
generally toxic, the perineal injections that effectively reduced
SNB cell number were distant from RDLN target muscles, which
are primarily located in the foot. In addition, motoneuron cell
death in the lateral horn is complete before birth (Harris and
McCaig,1984; Oppenheim, 1986), i.e., before the start of our
treatments. To test the role of endogenous, target-derived trophic
factors in the regulation of developmental cell death for most
motoneurons, one would have to impose a trophic factor blockade
at the relevant target muscles during embryonic development.
This would obviously be technically difficult and may explain why,
to the best of our knowledge, no previous study has attempted a
similar trophic factor deprivation during the time of cell death for
any other mammalian motor system. In embryonic chicks, Krieglstein et al. (2000) have recently reported profound effects on
motoneuron cell death after the systemic immunoneutralization
of endogenous transforming growth factors ␤.

Site(s) of trophic factor action
Converging evidence indicates that androgens act at the perineal
muscles to indirectly spare SNB cells (Fishman et al., 1990;
Freeman et al., 1997; Jordan et al., 1997). In the present study,
trophic factor antagonists attenuated the androgenic rescue of
SNB motoneurons when low doses were injected into the peri-
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neum, whereas much higher doses did not significantly reduce
motoneuron number when administered systemically. Although
we cannot rule out central sites of action on the basis of these
findings, the observations are consistent with the idea that trkBIgG, trkC-IgG, and AADH-CNTF prevented the sparing of SNB
cells primarily by blocking trophic factor interactions in the
perineum. Specifically, testosterone may act at the BC/LA muscles to prevent their degeneration and to increase the availability
of target-derived BDNF, NT-4/5, NT-3, and/or a CNTF-like
factor. Although the trophic factors produced by the perineal
muscles have not yet been fully characterized, preliminary evidence indicates that NT-3 and NT-4/5 are present in the BC/LA
of newborn rats at concentrations similar to those found in
hindlimb muscles (J.-J. Park and N. G. Forger, unpublished
observations). Other developing skeletal muscles produce BDNF,
NT-3, and NT-4/5 (Koliatsos et al., 1993; Funakoshi et al., 1995;
Griesbeck et al., 1995). Because developing motoneurons express
the corresponding trophic factor receptors (Yan et al., 1992;
Henderson et al., 1993; Koliatsos et al., 1993; MacLennan et al.,
1996), such target-derived factors could presumably enhance
SNB motoneuron survival via a classical, retrograde mechanism.
In addition, because CNTF, BDNF, and NT-4/5 each regulate
synaptic strength in developing Xenopus muscle–motoneuron cocultures (Stoop and Poo, 1996; Wang et al., 1998), changes in
synaptic activity could conceivably have contributed to the effects
of trophic factor blockade seen here. Finally, the BC/LA muscles
themselves express CNTFR␣ and trkB during perinatal life (Xu
and Forger,1998; and our unpublished observations), and exogenous CNTF prevents BC/LA atrophy in newborn females (Forger et al., 1993). Thus, AADH-CNTF and/or trkB-IgG might
influence SNB cell survival via an indirect effect on SNB target
muscles. Although our preliminary analyses indicate that the
trophic factor antagonists used here did not prevent the androgenic rescue of the BC/LA muscles, we are currently exploring
the possibility of more subtle effects of trophic factor antagonists
on muscle development.
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